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the real secret to my success? i dont think there is any secret. i just do my work, make sure its done well, and say thanks on my videos if someone has fixed my video. i also continue to improve every aspect of my operation through hard work. ive invested more in software, hardware, and most importantly, video editing. my video editing is so
good that people leave comments on my videos and say that they actually notice when i have used a different editing software than they are used to and they are impressed that i used something better than what they thought their editor was. however, i would not say i am the most experienced youtuber of all time. i like to think i am a very
experienced youtuber, because i am very confident in the skills that i am getting from the tutorials that i make. thats a very subjective thing, but the best tutorials tend to be very objective. ive also learned a lot from other mountain bike youtubers, but i try to keep an open mind and continue to learn even from folks that arent youtubers at all.
it can be hard to know when to stop learning new things and start replicating what others have already done, but its probably the right move. if you find yourself constantly researching and spending more time organizing videos than you spend actually creating them, your videos might not be as good as they could be. thats especially true if
your organization is less than stellar. if your videos are consistently unedited, you are probably missing out on potential subscribers. when i first started recording on my flip, i didnt know any better. i quickly learned that i had to be as organized as possible, because any minor problem would eat up the entire day or evening. this is a process

that has continued for over two years, and i now have a team of people on my team helping me. if i dont have help doing one aspect of my operation, i may not do it at all. even once i have a script ready to go, i need to spend time editing it to be more polished. ive just begun filming with my blue yeti pro, and i have a feeling i will be spending
almost every evening editing and redoing my scenes until i have it right.
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the revolution of mountain biking has helped develop the industry and given us all more options for bikes and trails. it has also brought a new generation of riders into the sport, and theyre getting their information on trails, bikes, and tricks from youtube. alvo might never compete in red bull rampage and glamorous edits of those top-tier
riders will always have their place, but the comments on his videos prove that he inspires people to get out and ride a bike. without a doubt, alvo and seths bike hacks are going to continue to make waves in the mountain biking world. the revolution of mountain biking has helped develop the industry and given us all more options for bikes
and trails. it has also brought a new generation of riders into the sport, and theyre getting their information on trails, bikes, and tricks from youtube. alvo might never compete in red bull rampage and glamorous edits of those top-tier riders will always have their place, but the comments on his videos prove that he inspires people to get out
and ride a bike. all so-called alt-coin enthusiasts are basically just enjoying a new season of the same old scam. you might as well just buy your mountain bikes with bitcoin! their future is bright because they will know what bitcoin is, the problems it has and it knows them too. bitcoin is going to crash and burn and we are all going to have to
start over from the bottom. but, the price of bitcoin will go way up. but, they will know, and it will take a while before they realize what happened. as a group, they can learn from the bitcoin community though. i will not be able to compete with them, but, i will make sure they have a tough time. they can learn from me and from the people
around them. but, as far as the bitcoin community is concerned, this is the end. the end of bitcoin, alt-coins and all of their scams. once bitcoin goes down, they will be left with nothing. they will not recover. they will not be able to make a comeback, no matter how hard they try. they are dead! they are done! the people who still believe in

them will die too. the people who understand what the bitcoin community knows, already know what is happening and what is about to happen, will survive. they will not fall into the trap of believing in the scam. the people who think they are somehow going to survive will just kill themselves! most of them will die too, because theres no way
to survive it. they are all going to die! all of them. they will never recover. it's over. 5ec8ef588b
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